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krinzinger Projekte is opening this fall season with two young  contemporary turkish artists. inci furni and 
ali taptik spent two months in Vienna as participants of the krinzinger Projekte artist and residence Program. 
they both worked on their current projects and continued them during the summer as part of their residency. 
last year works by inci furnis were presented at major exhibitions such as the 11th istanbul Biennale and the 
well received exhibition Tactics of Invisibility at tBa21 (together with the artist collective hafriyat). ali taptik’s 
photographic works have been shown all over europe and his project Transit was commissioned by liverpool for 
the ”cultural capital liverpool.“

in her exhibition Parrot can’t talk inci furni concentrates on paper works, which transcend the boundaries of 
paper and extend onto the wall. all her works related to each other graphically, creating a visual narrative. this 
narrative aspect of her drawings is important and is visible in this special arrangement. Parrot can´t talk is a part 
of the larger project The Journey to Ucubik. its visual content is not fixed like other parts of her project. the 
construction of the protagonists, as for instance the astronaut without a name and the girl without a head, both 
revealing fetish-like attributes, make symbolic reference to cultural stereotypes in current turkey. inci furnis zooms 
in on many different strange moments and scenes. this clash completes and impels her narrative. 
in these creations she describes a fictive planet – a raw utopia – as a fantastic and exaggerated reflection 
of a complicated and unseeming living space. her images depict momentary impressions. Such illustrations 
comprehend isolation and secrecy as part of daily life. which is constructed like a science fiction story. in general 
inci furnis’ works -  drawings, paintings, sculptures and installations – are intended to be understood as  relating 
to ongoing situations and constructions of the contemporary turkish society, mainly within the context of gender 
role models. for example, her female robot, developed in 2007, is a tin sculpture embodying a cross between 
a machine and a social organism. her creation alludes to greek mythology where Pygmalion used ivory for his 
sculpture of galatea, his ideal figure of a woman. inci furni recycled an old chimney piece he found on a street to 
visualise the ideal woman in front of a golden turkish flag. this symbolic and powerful statement demonstrates 
her subjective interpretation of turkey´s social transformation. 

ali taPtik studied architecture and came to adopt photography in an autodidactic way. 
Some of the main motives of his work intclude an interest in architecture, the living space of a city and the 
way humans relate to cities. ali taptik sees his images as incorporating vocabulary used to create sentences in 
his installations. in his projects, exhibitions and books these sentences are arranged  and elaborated to create 
essays, novels and lyrics.
the exhibition Cover assembled his visual vocabulary on a metal wall and this placement in turn is juxtaposed 
with larger formats. the arrangement and the interest of the essays focuses on concealment. as opposed to the 
documentation of structure, revelation and disclosure, he is interested in what is obscured, what is uncanny and 
open. 
the crucial question is: what lies behind of all this? drapery conceals a ruinous flat, the dark night hides the city, 
the shadow the face, the dress a wound.
the disguise and the cover is the path that leads to the unknown,. like the off in movies, the story doesn´t just take 
place in what we see. the main point is what we conjecture. the observer privately thinks and feels without any 
intended message. ali taptik’s way of working culminates in emotional negotiation. there is no place of staging. 
his characters are amateurs, not professional models.
themes in some of his earlier works were relations between subject and urbanscapes (Familiar Strangers), urban 
reality (Kaza ve Kader - Accident and Fate)  or istanbul vs. personal histories (remembering me).
ali taptik’s new work about Vienna will draw our attention to typical attributes of Vienna’s urban structure. 

inCi FUrni »PArrot CAn‘t tALK«
ALi tAPtiK »CoVer«
oPening thurSday, SePtemBer 30, 2010, from 7 P.m. 
duration: SePtemBer 30 – noVemBer 20, 2010
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inCi FUrni

Born 1976 in Bursa, lives and works in istanbul

SOLO EXHIBITIONS (SELECTION):

2010 Parrot caǹ t talk, krinzinger Projekt, Vienna
2009  I Don’t Believe in Personal Isolation, I Believe in Building!, masa Project, istanbul 
2007 Spirit, apartment Project, istanbul 

GROUP EXHIBITIONS (SELECTION):

2010 curated by emre Baykal, arter, istanbul (forthcoming november 2010)
 Ground Floor America, den frie centre of contemporary art, kopenhagen 
 Tactics of Invisibility, tBa21, Vienna (together with hafriyat) 
2009 What Keeps Mankind Alive?, (curated by whw), 11th international istanbul Biennial, antrepo Venue, 
 istanbul
 On example, (curated by what,how and for whom) gallery nova , zagreb, croatia
 Wold Museum and Friendship for 450 Million Years, hafriyat-karakoy, istanbul
 Relative Position and Conclusions, Suriye Passage, istanbul,
 Unfair Provocation, hafriyat-karaköy, istanbul 
2008  Connect The Dots 2, fargfabriken, Stockholm
 Connect The Dots 1, hafriyat -karaköy, istanbul
 Zıg-Zag Independent Drawing Gig 4, (organised by inci furni, alina Viola grumiller, koray kantarcıoglu)
 hafriyat-karaköy, istanbul 
 Made In Turkey, atelier frankfurt , frankfurt, germany 
2007 The Fear of God, hafriyat karaköy, istanbul and Sobe, Bilsar Building, istanbul 
 You Would Gobble Down the World Yet Not Have Enough a peripheral project of the 10th international 
 istanbul Biennial

RESIDENCIES

2010 krinzinger Projekte, wien, august - September 2010
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ALi tAPtiK

Born 1983 in istanbul, lives and works in istanbul

SOLO EXHIBITIONS (SELECTION):

2010  Cover, krinzinger Projekte, Vienna 
 Journal from Istanbul, reportage festival atri
2009 Nothing Surprising, x-ist, istanbul
 Kaza ve Kader, chateau d’eau, toulouse
 Kaza ve Kader, imageSingulieres, Sete
2008  Transit, Static, liverpool (commissioned by Quarentine for liverpool‘08)
 Kaza ve Kader, atelier de Visu, marseille
 Familiar Strangers, x-ist, istanbul
2007 remembering me, tarbes, Pyrennes
 Kaza ve Kader, galerie kud, ljubjana, Slovenia (terminale00)
 Kaza ve Kader, avivart, istanbul
 Kaza ve Kader, PiSt, interdisciplinary Project Space, İstanbul
2006 remembering me, langhans galerie; Prag
 remembering me, house of Photography St. Petersburg
 remembering me, 3. Bursa ufot Photography days, Bursa
2005 remembering me, 12 noorderlicht Photography festival groningen
 remembering me, 4. fotofestiwal, lodz
 remembering me, decentrale-Samovar, gent

GROUP EXHIBITIONS (SELECTION):

2010 Diversity - Learning from Istanbul, cSw, warschau
 Cityscale (curated by Beral madra, deniz erbas, françois heitsch, conny osswald), lothringer 13, 
 kunsthalle münchen, munich
2009 A Subjective Panaroma of Contemporary Photography in Turkey, (curated by kerimcan güleryüz), 
 maison des metallos
 Viewing Restricted, london School of economics
2008  Cities on the Edge (curated by john davies) cuc, liverpool
 Istanbul Diptychs (curated by Beral madra), istanbul center in Brussels
 Coincidences, intutions, fictions on Istanbul (curated by deniz erbas) 2010 office, istanbul
 Latent Talent, Scan‘08 catalan Photography festival (curated by Álvaro de los Ángeles, marta dahó 
 and tanit Plana)
 Young Visions (curated by gaPo) malmö museum
 Unrecorded (curated by Basak Senova), aksanat contemporary art center
2007 Where are you? nisantasi
2006 Rejection Episodes (curated by Basak Senova) Vooruit cultural center, Belgium, gent 
 Intersection II (with erhan ozısıklı), x-ist gallery istanbul 
 Colloboration on Site, kiasma, helsinki
2005 outsiders, malmö högskola k3
 off space (curated by marcus graf), Siemens art center, istanbul
2004 Isolation and Togetherness (curated by anders Petersen) Photograpy center of thessaloniki, greece
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RESIDENCIES

2010 krinzinger Projekte, wien, august - September 2010
2008 Quarentine, manchester – united kingdom, coming and going, Summer 2008
 liverpool capital of culture 08, united kingdom cities on the edge project
2005 atelier de Visu, marseilles- france September, 2005

PUBLICaTIONS

Cities on the Edge (edited by john davies), november, 2008, liverpool university Press
Kaza ve Kader, filligranes editions, english/french/ turkish, iSBn 13 : 978-2-35046-185-4, 88 pages, 
paperback, 46 color photo
Istanbul’u Resmetmek-Türkiyenin Görsellik Tarihine Giris, (Picturing istanbul-introduction to history of Visuality 
in turkey, ali taptik / Prof.dr. ugur tanyeli, iSBn 13 : 978-975-92059-5-9, 390 Pages, paperback, 122 color 
photos
Transit, november, 2008 liverpool, united kingdom, open house (with okay karadayilar), 
october, 2009, istanbul


